
How to move searchers 
through the subscription 
funnel

Using your unique content to turn visitors into 
subscribers.



Why target SEO to the funnel?
To encourage visitors to become subscribers by 

deliberately moving them from commodity 
content into unique and habit-forming content 
that inspires long-term loyalty to our products. 



SEO and the subscription funnel

1. Search introduces new audiences to our sites

2. Search encourages loyalty through repetition

3. Search exposes audiences to premium content

4. Search reminds subscribers of key content 

available to them



1. Search introduces new audiences to our sites

Content trends that work well at the top of the funnel 
include:
• Breaking news
• Consumer assistance 
• Fact checks
• Lists
• Trending
• Evergreen



312k page views, 65% SEO
18 subscriptions

1.6M page views, 67% SEO
160 subscriptions

BREAKING NEWS CONSUMER ASSISTANCE FACT CHECK

349k page views, 56% SEO
65 subscriptions



“Here's one we did specifically for search, top of the 
funnel... I came up with the question when I was trying 
to book an appointment for my 82-year-old mother as 
the vaccinations just opened in Arizona. I figured there 
would be a LOT of people who had the same question. 
And while we had stories talking about vaccination 
efforts, none were a direct how to help piece.” – Karen 
Kurtz, Sr Content Strategist, News, Phoenix

349k page views, 56% SEO
65 subscriptions



“We got a list of Walgreens locations that would have 
the vaccine and asked a reporter to literally put that 
together in a story so that people could find nearby 
locations. This isn't the kind of content we would have 
produced three years ago, but its success shows the 
value we can provide when we spread information that 
people really need and want.” – Rachel Piper, Sr News 
Director, Digital Content, News, Milwaukee

67k page views, 33% SEO
19 subscriptions



LISTS

51k page views, 56% SEO
3 subscriptions

418k page views, 61% SEO
10 subscriptions

TRENDING EVERGREEN

196k page views, 78% SEO
NOTE: 2019 story. Great opportunity to link 

to new content



2. Search encourages loyalty through repetition

Continue reporting on the topic while audience interest 
remains high.
• News updates 
• Helpful tools
• Answered questions
• “What we know” summaries
• Explainers
• This impacts you



165k page views, 45% SEO
25 subscriptions

NEWS UPDATES HELPFUL TOOLS ANSWERED QUESTIONS

141k page views, 45% SEO
24 subscriptions19k page views, 43% SEO

90 subscriptions
114k page views, 27% SEO

69 subscriptions



“(This) was pitched from the DOT based on Google 
Trends research and written in the newsroom. it had 
141K PVs overall, 45% from search… and generated 24 
new subscribers. It was metered.”  



WHAT WE KNOW EXPLAINERS THIS IMPACTS YOU

131k page views, 31% SEO
28 subscriptions

853k page views, 79% SEO
10 subscriptions

165k page views, 45% SEO
25 subscriptions



“We were on the fence about continuing to cover this 
story, but this showed that readers and potential 
readers were highly interested.” – Rachel Piper, Sr 
News Director, Digital Content, News, Milwaukee

165k page views, 45% SEO
25 subscriptions



3. Search exposes audiences to premium content

Search helps readers get a feel for our best work.
• News follows
• Analysis
• Premium lists
• Opinion
• Profiles
• Storytelling



53k page views, 52% SEO
1.4k subscriber views

40 subscriptions

31k page views, 46% SEO
2.7k subscriber views

31 subscriptions

16k page views, 54% SEO
4.6k subscriber views

22 subscriptions

NEWS FOLLOWS ANALYSIS PREMIUM LISTS



“I saw this 2019 Subscriber story percolating in 
Parse.ly a couple of weeks ago. I updated some 
facts, refreshed the imagery and republished 
with the main SEO terms intact. Since March 29, 
it's gotten 16K page views with 4.6K of those 
being subscriber views and has converted 22 
subscriptions.” – Jill Cassidy, Content Coach, 
Phoenix



44k page views, 73% SEO
2.7k subscriber views

12 subscriptions

OPINION PROFILES STORYTELLING

36k page views, 30% SEO
1.4k subscriber views

45 subscriptions

79k page views, 83% SEO
1.8k subscriber views

14  subscriptions



4. Search reminds subscribers of key content 
available to them

Subscribers are drawn to search during big moments. “News 
you can use” attracts them. 
• Updates on:
• Vaccine
• Pandemic 
• Storms
• Wildfires
• Protests

• Election guides

Sometimes subscribers use search 
to stay on top of big news 
moments. When our brand isn’t 
top of mind for a topic, our SEO 
content reminds subscribers of 
what we offer them.



UPDATES ELECTION GUIDES

339k page views, 63% SEO
12k subscriber views, 28% SEO

151 orders

58k page views, 90% SEO
1.9k subscriber page views, 70% SEO

20 orders



Planning for the SEO funnel



How to plan the SEO funnel

For all major topics, consistently post content at every stage of 
the funnel to keep audiences flowing through.

– Top: Breaking news, trending topics, lists, evergreen content
– Middle: Updates, helpful tools, what we know, explainers, this impacts 

you
– Premium: Analysis, storytelling, profiles, premium lists
– Subscriber: Guides, updates, this impacts you



Austin Example: Winter Storm

ANONYMOUS

LOYAL ANONYMOUS 

SUBSCRIBER 

Why is Texas one of few states with its own 
power grid? 

Did Texas energy regulators fail 
to mandate winter protections? 

40% of Austin Energy homes without power amid failed 
'rotating blackouts'



Nashville Example:
Christmas Day bombing

SUBSCRIBER 

Nashville officials relieved explosion did not claim 
lives, resolved to find motive, suspects 

Nashville explosion: Map of area 
impacted by bomb blast and a look at 

nearby businesses

Exclusive: Nashville 
explosion witness 

remembers chilling warning 
from the RV

ANONYMOUS

LOYAL ANONYMOUS 



THANK YOU.
CONTACT

Sandy Schlosser
sschlosser@gannett.com

mailto:jdoe@usatodaynetwork.com

